Noah - A special promise
The story of Noah and the flood is about God trying to find a way to put
things right. The beautiful world that God had created was being spoilt by
people not caring for it or each other. In this story God ask’s Noah to build a
huge boat, called an Ark. It was big enough to take all his family and two of
every creature. At the end of the story God promises Noah that in future he
will find another way to put things right, and he puts a rainbow in the sky to
remind us of that promise.
Craft: Using the templates provided cut out and assemble the ark
with its handle and plank . If possible print the animal page on card,
but if not available stick the paper sheet on to cardboard. A cereal
packet would be ideal. Then cut up the animal squares ready for use
later.
Story: Now listen carefully to a story about how Noah listened carefully to
God and then did exactly what God asked him to do.

Prayer time
Father God – we sometimes make promises and don’t keep them.
We say we will do something and then don’t do it.
We are sorry for the ways in which we let you and others down.
Thank you that you always keep your promises,
and do what you say you are going to do.
Let each rainbow remind us of your promises
and of how you now put things right through Jesus. Amen
Why not make your own rainbow to put in your room to remind you about God’s
promise.
Song time:

The Arky, Arky, song

- Heritage Kids.

Nothing’s too big

- Dougie Doug Doug

Game: Animal memory game. Cut up all the animal squares, mix them up and
place them face down on the floor in rows. Turn over any 2 squares. If they
match keep them, if not turn them both back over. Try to remember where
each animal is, and keep watching when other players have their turn. When all
the squares are matched the player with the most pairs wins.
When you have finished stick you animal pairs on the plank leading into the ark.

cut out the plank
and rainbow handle
and attach it to
your ark using
Sellotape or glue.

Design and make your own rainbow - and use it to remind you to keep
your promises to God.
Here are some ideas.

